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Unwin, N., Miyazawa, A., Li, J., and Fujiyoshi, Y. (2002). J. Mol. Biol.has not yet been obtained.) The largest difference is due
319, 1165–1176.to the movement toward Trp143 of loop C, which closes
Zhong, W., Gallivan, J.P., Zhang, Y., Li, L., Lester, H.A., and Dou-over bound agonist (Celie et al., 2004). Loop C contains
gherty, D.A. (1998). Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 95, 12088–12093.Tyr185, Tyr192, and at its tip Cys187 and Cys188 linked
by an unusual vicinal disulfide (Karlin, 2002). The homol-
ogous cysteines in the ACh receptor had previously
been inferred to move a few A˚ngstroms toward a nega-
tive subsite when the receptor bound agonist (Karlin, Thinking Big:
1969). The observed movement of loop C in the AChBP,
Many Modules or Much Cortex?however, is quite modest. There are other small agonist-
induced changes in the AChBP structure, but no loops
within the subunits other than C move significantly,
and there are no relative movements of the subunits in
Is there a neural system dedicated to generic magni-the pentameric complex. Furthermore, cooperativity of
tude judgments? In this issue of Neuron, Pinel et al.binding would be expected if agonist binding had a
report qualitative spatial overlap of fMRI responsesglobal effect on AChBP structure, but no cooperativity
during judgments of luminance, size, and numericalwas observed (Celie et al., 2004; Hansen et al., 2002).
magnitude but also quantitative response differencesHansen et al. (2002) observed changes in the intrinsic
in intraparietal cortex that mirror behavioral interfer-fluorescence of AChBP on binding of agonist, but the
ence between perceptual and symbolic magnitude.extents of the underlying structural and electrostatic
changes are not known.
It is axiomatic that binding of agonist to the ACh re- A precise and reliable sense of magnitude is fundamen-
ceptor shifts the predominant conformation of the pro- tal for biological beings roaming the environment. Esti-
tein first to that of an active state and eventually to that mating whether we can jump far or high enough to es-
of a desensitized state. In crystalline arrays of mem- cape a predator, choosing the tree with the most fruit
brane-embedded ACh receptor, extensive conforma- on it, or sizing up a potential adversary are some of the
tional changes occur uniquely in the  subunits on bind- numerous examples for the ecological relevance of this
ing of ACh (Unwin et al., 2002). Among other changes, cognitive capacity. Processing magnitude usually in-
the inner  sheet of the extracellular domain rotates 15	 volves some sort of quantitative comparison either be-
relative to the outer  sheet. Why are such changes not tween items, such as the height of two trees in front of
seen in the AChBP? One possibility, consistent with the us or the number of fruits on them, or an item in relation
analysis of Unwin et al. (2002), is that HEPES-occupied to mentally stored references, such as the distance we
AChBP is already in a near-activated state, and hence jumped last time (and survived) or our own physical
little difference would be seen between it and agonist- dimensions and forces. The commonality across these
occupied AChBP (Celie et al., 2004). Another possibility different settings suggests that a shared neural sub-
is that the AChBP does not undergo extensive con- strate might serve as a dedicated common pathway to
formational changes. It may be a beautiful but imper- mediate our judgment of “more” or “less.”
turbable cousin of the ACh receptor. Whatever its tem- This is the question that is addressed in the study by
perament, the AChBP provides an invaluable structural Pinel et al. (2004) (this issue of Neuron). Because differ-
standard for molecular recognition by the nicotinic ACh ent settings readily engage specialized and segregated
receptors. brain processes, Pinel and colleagues designed an ex-
periment in which magnitude judgments could be per-
formed on different attributes of identical stimulus mate-
Arthur Karlin rial. They showed pairs of different Arabic numerals that
Center for Molecular Recognition also varied in size and brightness, asking subjects to
College of Physicians and Surgeons report whether the left or right numeral was greater ei-
Columbia University ther in numerical magnitude, physical size, or luminance.
New York, New York 10032 The difficulty of such comparisons depends on the
quantitative difference of the two items along the dimen-
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for all task-relevant attributes to respective cognitiveHansen, S.B., Radic, Z., Talley, T.T., Molles, B.E., Deerinck, T., Tsi-
gelny, I., and Taylor, P. (2002). J. Biol. Chem. 277, 41299–41302. “equidistance.” For given numerical distances, they
painstakingly adjusted physical size and luminanceKarlin, A. (1969). J. Gen. Physiol. 54, 245s–264s.
until behavioral scores on each task type were closelyKarlin, A. (2002). Nat. Rev. Neurosci. 3, 102–114.
matched. Hence, overall it took as long to decide whichLe Novere, N., Grutter, T., and Changeux, J.P. (2002). Proc. Natl.
number was numerically greater, physically larger, orAcad. Sci. USA 99, 3210–3215.
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to compare physical sizes of a huge “5” shown together neuroimaging. Response adaptation is one way of test-
ing for the involvement of identical neural populationswith a small “9,” it becomes more difficult to correctly
answer “5” than when the huge “5” is paired with a small within a macroscopic region, and interference, as shown
here, is another.“2.” Pinel and colleagues found this type of bidirectional
cross-talk between the two perceptual features (lumi- So what does this study tell us about how the brain
represents and compares magnitudes? In relation to thenance and physical size) and the two size attributes
(physical and numerical). This Stroop-like congruity ef- recent proposal of a theory of magnitude (ATOM; Walsh,
2003), the findings by Pinel et al. could be taken tofect suggested that overlapping but not identical neural
structures represent the magnitude of the different attri- suggest a “molecular” rather than “atomic” neural sub-
strate of magnitude representations. Of course, neitherbutes.
The subsequent fMRI analysis by Pinel et al. illustrates this nor any other current study can provide definitive
proof of the appealing notion of a unified magnitudethe ambiguous relation between fMRI responses and
behavioral effects. fMRI response differences between “comparator” nucleus. If such a module exists, it is cer-
tainly embedded into a more complex network with di-two tasks that differ in reaction times, error rates, etc.,
can reflect the differential involvement of nonspecific verse components that flexibly link into the process as
a function of the specific task on hand. The brain as abut shared components. Across tasks, this pitfall was
neatly avoided by generating cognitive equidistance, but highly interconnected system is well adapted to this
need for functional flexibility, and there are reasons whythe same pitfall inevitably opens up within tasks when
testing for greater fMRI responses during the compari- it should be.
One of these reasons is the issue of presentation andson of small (and thus difficult to detect) differences
between items than between big differences and easy representation formats, in other words, the various
guises under which quantitative information feeds intojudgment. Conceptually, distance is not a confound in
this case but is the behavioral effect of interest, and, as the system. Numbers are the worst case because they
are merely symbolic cultural notations. In the “triplein priming studies, the fMRI signal is used to probe
whether there is a focal neural activity change that might code theory,” Dehaene and colleagues (Dehaene et al.,
1998) proposed that numbers are represented in threeunderlie the behavioral phenomenon.There is no simple
way to resolve the ambiguity of interpretation in such a basic formats, visuo-arabic (or written word), verbal au-
ditory, and abstract semantic, and that only the lattersetting, but in general, widespread fMRI correlates of
behavioral effects would suggest contamination by less- encodes analog magnitude. One idea for how magnitude
is abstractly encoded is that of a “mental number line”specific sources.
So where in the brain does quantitative distance mat- extending in space from left to right with increasing
number size. Psychophysical observations support ater? The paper by Pinel et al. is also a beautiful case
study on how to deal with the inherent difficulties associ- link between numbers and spatial representation (e.g.,
Fischer et al., 2003), and the joint role of parietal cortexated with qualitative thresholding of quantitative effects.
This story takes us to intraparietal cortex, a region impli- in spatial and magnitude processing makes it a good
candidate for reformatting numerical information con-cated in numerical magnitude representation by diverse
experimental approaches from both Dehaene’s labora- veyed by symbols into a space-oriented neural repre-
sentation. This process presumably relies on direct in-tory and others (e.g., Simon et al., 2002; Dehaene et al.,
2003; Eger et al., 2003; Fias et al., 2003). If there was teractions between advanced levels of the ventral and
dorsal visual streams, and some findings in the Pinelone generic system mediating magnitude judgments,
no separate correlates of distance should be detectable study point that way.
But are other attributes or categories that are similarlyfor size and luminance. Indeed, no significant difference
in the aforementioned intraparietal locus, or elsewhere suitable for reformatting into spatial scales also relayed
into the same framework? Using fMRI during a nonnu-in the brain, was found in any of the tests for greater
responses to distance in one task than another. At first merical auditory and visual task, Eger et al. (2003) found
supramodal intraparietal activation when comparingglance, this negative finding suggests that there is no
functional specialization (or at least segregation) for numbers to letters and colors. Equivalent distance ef-
fects across all three categories indicated automaticjudging different types of magnitude. Yet, when plotting
the fMRI signal from different regions along the intrapa- access to each appropriate reference scale (number
line, color spectrum, alphabet). So what accounts forrietal sulcus, Pinel and colleagues observed gradual dif-
ferences as a function of the attribute being processed. the difference? Colors can be represented spatially as
a continuous but not quantitative spectrum, and lettersPosterior intraparietal cortex was sensitive to distance
in both size and luminance, while more anterior intrapa- can be represented in the ordinal scale of the alphabet.
Intraparietal recoding might then be reserved for higher-rietal regions that responded to numerical distance
showed an effect with size but not luminance. This pat- order scale levels or dimensions that describe propor-
tional and maybe even absolute quantity. One couldtern paralleled the behavioral congruity effect (see
above), and Pinel and colleagues found that mutual in- accord these criteria to all three attributes studied by
Pinel et al., but luminance effects were not observed interference of physical and numerical size was reflected
in left intraparietal fMRI signal. This approach is note- anterior but only posterior intraparietal regions, in fact,
close to where Eger et al. found responses to numbers.worthy because large-scale segregation is just one po-
tential spatial layout for functional specialization within To confuse matters even more, Fias et al. (2003) also
reported overlap of numerical and visuospatial magni-a cortical area. Highly-specialized but nonoverlapping
neural populations could be intermingled in cortical re- tude processing in posterior intraparietal cortex (as well
as occipital and temporal visual regions), whereas moregions in a way that escapes detection by functional
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anterior intraparietal activation occurred throughout all have also implied prefrontal regions in calculation (e.g.,
experimental and control conditions. However, the con- Gruber et al., 2001), but their functional response proper-
trol condition in that study was detection of dimming, ties are not well characterized yet. A more fundamental
which in the current context could be rephrased as a question is whether these intraparietal and prefrontal
judgment of luminance magnitude over time. cortical regions are segregated into areas or even dis-
Another problem with a common and unified magni- play an internal functional architecture. The spatial varia-
tude system is loss of information. Imagine being at the tions in intraparietal responses reported in the studies
watch post of your tribe and seeing a group of warriors discussed above appear to be beyond what the limited
approach your village through the jungle. To success- spatial resolution of fMRI can be held responsible for.
fully decide whether to split or put up a fight, you will These variations could therefore be meaningful, beg-
need to estimate the quantity (of warriors) by analyzing ging for closer analysis. Unveiling this (or these) neural
spatial and temporal distances. Spatial analysis alone magnitude code(s) will require neurophysiological ap-
will not do, because motion is associated with positional proaches that can fill the gap of information hidden
changes of the countable units over time, and you will between smart individual neurons and a well-behaved
need reliable time estimates to accept or reject corre- cortical majority vote.
spondence of units with partially occluded trajectories.
Again, this task will also require interactions with ventral Andreas Kleinschmidt
object recognition systems, but more importantly, you Cognitive Neurology Unit
will need to separately keep track of distances in time Department of Neurology
and space and compare notes to derive numerosity as Johann Wolfgang Goethe-University
the interesting quantity.
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One could argue that numerosity is distinct from con-
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tinuous analog magnitude, but from a functional per-
Germany
spective, counting is of undisputable importance and
probably the driving force for developing numbers as Selected Reading
the symbolic representation of numerical magnitude.
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ral computations than deriving numerosity information
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might imply posterior more than anterior intraparietal
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numerical quantity and space (and time) are tight but
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notion, the data by Pinel et al. point at the differential
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Despite multiple entry points for various formats, a Walsh, V. (2003). Trends Cogn. Sci. 7, 483–488.
generic quantity system is conceivable and should be
constituted of neurons selectively sensitive to abstract
magnitude. Spontaneous numerical capacities of non-
human primates are low but can be boosted. Single-
cell recordings in monkeys trained to perform visual
delayed matching to sample tasks have recently identi-
fied responses tuned to numerosity in prefrontal and
intraparietal regions, with temporal precedence in the
latter area (Nieder and Miller, 2004). The tuning functions
of these neurons follow Weber-Fechner’s law, a nonlin-
ear analog coding function that also underlies magni-
tude representation for sensory features and abstract
numerical value (Nieder and Miller, 2003). The existence
of such neurons suggests that, as for other sensorimotor
integration processes, dedicated frontoparietal loops
may underlie perceptual decisions related to magnitude.
Numerous functional neuroimaging studies in humans
